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Qu Yunchang watched nervously, if David was in danger, he would strike 

immediately! 

“David, your strength is so strong, it is indeed beyond my expectation, but you 

are strong, you must die today…” 

Leng Wudao burst out, and countless flying swords began to merge, and 

finally became one The giant golden sword slashed down towards David, and 

the billowing light of the sword directly filled the entire valley! 

“Mr. Chen…” 

Seeing this, Qu Yunchang knew that David was in danger, and wanted to 

rescue him! 

“Don’t move…” 

David stopped Qu Yunchang in an instant, he was about to face a cold blow! 

He wants to kill Leng Wudao in front of everyone in the hidden world, only in 

this way those people will fear themselves in their hearts! 

Qu Yunchang didn’t dare to go against David’s intention, but seeing the 

golden giant sword getting closer and closer to David, Qu Yunchang’s heart 

kicked out of his throat! 



But David remained motionless, the power of Dao pattern in his body began 

to cover his whole body, David wanted to try the power of this power of Dao 

pattern! 

“Why doesn’t Mr. Chen dodge?” 

Liu Rui asked very strangely. 

No one knows why David didn’t dodge! 

Boom… 

The giant sword cut down, stirring up bursts of sand and stones, and David’s 

figure also disappeared under the giant sword! 

The smoke and dust dispersed, and David was no longer there! 

“Where is Mr. Chen?” 

Liu Xing asked in confusion. 

The others were also full of confusion. They didn’t understand why David had 

disappeared. Even if he died, there should be a corpse! 

“Hahaha…………” 

“The power of my sword is enough to turn any object into powder. Now David 

is gone, even the corpse is gone, and it has all been turned into powder.” 

Leng Wudao laughed wildly. In his opinion, his sword , enough to turn David 

into powder! 

David is still motionless, waiting for his own blow, that is courting death! 

Just when everyone was confused, a figure appeared at a distance of more 

than 100 meters! 



“Mr. Chen…” 

Liu Rui hurriedly called out when she saw David. 

Everyone looked at David, and found that David was standing not far away, 

unscathed! 

Seeing that David was fine, Qu Yunchang felt relieved! 

But that Leng Wudao was a little dazed, he couldn’t believe that his sword 

didn’t even hurt David! 

“It’s impossible, it’s impossible…” 

Leng Wudao couldn’t believe everything in front of him! 

David looked at Leng Wudao, raised the corner of his mouth slightly, and had 

an extra bow and arrow in his hand! 

Immediately afterwards, David grabbed the bowstring with his right hand, and 

then slowly pulled it! 

When the bowstring was pulled, everyone could only feel the countless auras 

around them, constantly gathering towards the bow and arrow in David’s 

hand! 

Soon, a golden arrow feather appeared slowly! 

The arrow feathers were directly facing Leng Wudao, even if they were a 

hundred meters away, Leng Wudao could feel the terrifying aura brought by 

the God King Bow in David’s hand! 

“Mr. Chen, what exactly is the bow and arrow in your hand? What a terrifying 

aura?” 

Yue Buqun said in shock. 



Qu Yunchang shook his head, he had never seen such a weapon, and even he, 

the eighth-rank Martial Emperor, felt fear when facing the pressure brought by 

the God King Bow. 

Whoosh… 

David let go, and the golden arrow feather shot towards Leng Wudao like a 

shooting star! 

Seeing this, Leng Wudao hurriedly formed a barrier in front of him, and 

countless vigor burst out from Leng Wudao’s body! 

The golden arrow feathers arrived in front of Leng Wudao, and broke down 

the barrier in front of Leng Wudao without any effort! 

The arrow feather pierced through Leng Wudao’s body in an instant, and then 

disappeared immediately! 

Leng Wudao was shocked, but when he looked down, he found that there 

were no scars on his body, and he didn’t even feel any pain! 

“Hahaha, this bluffing thing can’t hurt me at all…” 

Leng Wudao laughed loudly! 

The others were also full of bewilderment, not understanding that David’s 

seemingly terrifying arrow just now did not cause any harm to Leng Wudao! 

Chapter 2402 
David sneered and walked forward slowly! 

Just after David took a few steps, Leng Wudao laughed suddenly! 

Immediately after a loud noise, Leng Wudao’s body was blown to pieces! 



Flesh and blood splattered, making everyone look stupid! 

You know, Leng Wudao is one of the best masters in the hidden world, and 

the strength of the sixth-rank Martial Emperor is not covered, otherwise these 

people would not listen to Leng Wudao! 

But right now, Leng Wudao was shot dead by David with one arrow, without 

even struggling! 

David looked at the God King Bow in his hand, not to mention how excited he 

was, it seemed that the power of the God King Bow was greater than he 

imagined! 

Now that David has the God King Bow, and the Dragon Pattern Bell is useless, 

if he can use the Dragon Pattern Bell, then he will not be afraid of anyone! 

“Mr. Chen, your magical bow is too powerful.” 

Liu Xing said enviously. 

“It’s called the God King Bow. Don’t talk about being cold and innocent. Even 

if these guys from the hidden world attack together, I can kill them easily with 

the God King Bow in my hand.” 

David said flatly. 

Hearing David’s words, everyone in the hidden world turned extremely ugly, 

but no one dared to say anything. Now that Leng Wudao is dead, David’s 

strength is obvious to all, who dares to be dissatisfied with David? 

Besides, there was Qu Yunchang beside David. As long as Qu Yunchang and 

David joined hands, they probably wouldn’t be able to resist three tricks, and 

they would all die here! 

“Mr. Chen, you are only in the sixth-rank Martial God Realm, and you actually 

killed Leng Wudao directly. It’s really unbelievable…” 



Qu Yunchang didn’t expect that David would be so powerful when he 

leapfrogged to fight! 

“Sixth Rank Martial God?” 

David smiled slightly, and then all the power of the Dao pattern burst out! 

Immediately afterwards, the entire valley was instantly filled with an invisible 

pressure! 

Everyone found that the realm aura on David’s body was growing rapidly, as if 

he was riding a rocket! 

“Rank 7 Martial God…” 

“Rank 8 Martial God…” 

“Peak Martial God…” 

Soon 

, with the explosive growth of David’s realm, the pressure in the valley became 

heavier and heavier! 

In the end, they all fell to the ground under the pressure of this breath, even 

Qu Yunchang, the eighth-rank Martial Emperor, could only look at David in 

horror at this moment, and could not get up because he was pressed to the 

ground! 

I don’t know how long it took, the terrifying coercion began to dissipate 

slowly, and everyone took a breath and got up slowly! 

Some sect disciples in the hidden world, because their strength was too low, 

were directly oppressed by the coercion emitted by David, and their internal 

organs burst and died! 



Even Tong Haiyang, Bao Yukun and the rest of the suzerains were all out of 

breath and their bodies were seriously injured! 

And at this moment, David seemed to have been completely reborn, and the 

skin on his whole body felt crystal clear! 

Even if the current David didn’t use his indestructible golden body, a master 

like Qu Yunchang couldn’t hurt him at all! 

“Mr. Chen, you… have you reached the realm of transformation?” 

Qu Yunchang asked in disbelief. 

David didn’t speak, but clenched his fist tightly, and then swung it vigorously… 

a ray of light shot up into the sky! 

Immediately after, several dazzling rays of light erupted, and accompanied by 

a rumbling sound, David’s punch actually pierced through the valley directly, 

and a passage went directly from the bottom of the abyss to the ground of 

the secret realm! 

Looking at this scene, everyone was dumbfounded. Looking at David was like 

looking at a monster! 

But David shook his head slightly, “It’s still a bit close, but even if there is a 

master of transformation, I’m not afraid at all.” 

David is only at the peak of the Martial Emperor now, and has not yet reached 

the realm of transformation! 

However, with the two divine weapons, the Divine King Bow and the Dragon 

Pattern Bell, even if the Transformation Realm came, David had absolute 

confidence! 



“The power of this pattern is really a good thing, that guy Yin Mo really didn’t 

lie to me…” 

David was very grateful to that Yin Mo in his heart! 

Chapter 2403 
“Mr. Chen, spare your life, spare your life…” 

At this moment, Tong Haiyang fell to his knees with a plop, begging David for 

mercy! 

Now that David’s strength is higher than that of Qu Yunchang, I’m afraid none 

of them will survive! 

You must know that they chased and killed David all the way, and David would 

not let them off easily! 

“Mr. Chen, please forgive me, it’s all that cold idea…” 

Everyone knelt on the ground! 

Even Yao Qing and Bao Yukun lowered their heads, begging for David’s 

forgiveness! 

David looked at the people in the hidden world in front of him, but he never 

thought about killing them all! 

But Yao Qing and Bao Yukun must not stay! 

These two guys are too bad, Yao Qing led people and almost wiped out the 

entire Chunyang Sect, Yue Buqun saw Yao Qing and wished he could get his 

skin cramped, how could he let him go! 



And Bao Yukun followed Yao Qing into a nest, and he was still leery about 

attacking Liu Rui. If Qu Yunchang hadn’t felt it in time, Liu Rui’s innocent body 

at that time would have been taken by this old bastard Bao Yukun! 

“Get up, I don’t want to kill you, let you go…” 

David said slowly. 

When everyone heard this, they were overjoyed and thanked again and again, 

and Tong Haiyang said flatteringly, “Thank you for not killing Mr. Chen. We are 

willing to follow Mr. Chen and do the work of dogs and horses!” 

“I don’t have to kill you, but You have to do one thing for me…” 

David said. 

“Mr. Chen, please tell me, as long as we can do it, let’s not say one thing, even 

if it is ten things, we will not hesitate.” 

Tong Haiyang said hastily. 

“You destroy the Alchemy Sect and the Burning Heaven Sect, kill Yao Qing and 

Bao Yukun, and I can let the rest go…” 

David stated his condition! 

When Tong Haiyang heard this, he immediately nodded and said, “Mr. Chen, 

don’t worry, these two guys are not good at all. Let’s do it now.” 

When Bao Yukun and Yao Qing heard this, their legs trembled in fright, and 

they hurriedly kowtowed and begged for mercy, “Chen Sir, please let us go, let 

us go…” 

But David kept his face cold and expressionless, and when Tong Haiyang saw 

this, he said to everyone in the hidden world, “Let’s join forces and kill these 

two Guy, Mr. Chen will forgive us, let’s do it…” 



After finishing speaking, Tong Haiyang was the first to attack Yao Qing and 

Bao Yukun! 

Seeing this, the others also rushed up one after another. At this time, they 

were all doing their best, and no one dared to let Yao Qing and Bao Yukun go! 

Seeing this, Bao Yukun and Yao Qing could only lead their disciples to resist 

desperately! 

David led Yue Buqun and Qu Yunchang to watch them fight quietly! 

Under the siege of the crowd, the Alchemy Sect and the Burning Heaven Sect 

were soon wiped out, and Yao Qing and Bao Yukun were also chopped into 

minced meat! 

Yao Qing and Bao Yukun are dead, and the revenge of Chunyangzong can be 

regarded as revenge! 

“Sect Master Yue, the entire hidden world and this secret realm will be taken 

care of by Sect Master Yue in the future. I will let Lao Qu stay and help you. I 

hope Sect Master Yue will revive the Pure Yang Sect.” 

David looked at Yue Buqun and said! 

With Qu Yunchang helping Yue Buqun, David knew that other people in the 

hidden world would never dare to have other ideas. 

“Mr. Chen, where are you going? There are plenty of resources here, don’t you 

want to practice here for a while?” 

Yue Buqun saw that David was about to leave, so he asked. 

“I have other things to deal with, so I can’t stay here for long, and we will see 

each other by fate…” 

David said with a slight smile! 



“Well, if Mr. Chen has something to do with me, just ask!” 

Yue Buqun said. 

David nodded, and after explaining a few words to Qu Yunchang, his body 

jumped up and turned into a stream of light, instantly rushing straight from 

the valley to the ground of the secret realm! 

Then leaving from the secret realm, David went directly to the capital, he was 

going to see how Sonya and the others were trapped in the Daoist sect secret 

realm. 

Chapter 2404 
Kyoto! 

After David returned to the capital, he felt a burst of emotion in his heart, but 

he had been away for a long time! 

Originally, David planned to go directly to the secret realm of Daoist sect to 

see how Sonya and the others were doing! 

But when he just arrived in the capital, he was taken to Ge’s house by Ge Jiayi! 

When David came to the Ge family, he was stunned! 

I saw Ge Cangsheng and Ge Yuhan leading a group of Ge family disciples at 

Ge Fuhai’s villa! 

You must know that these secret realm disciples will never leave the secret 

realm unless something urgent happens! 

“Old Ge clan? How did you leave the secret realm? What happened?” 

David asked with a face full of shock. 



Ge Cangsheng brought these Ge family children out of the secret realm, and 

suffered the suppression of heaven, which had a great impact on their 

strength! 

Seeing David, Ge Cangsheng burst into tears suddenly, and burst into tears! 

“Mr. Chen, the Ge family land is gone…” 

“What happened?” David frowned! 

“It’s Jin Lifu from Zhanyue Pavilion who suddenly launched an attack on us. 

Not only our Ge family land, but there are not many people left in Tianluo 

Tower. 

” I have joined the Demon Heart Sect many years ago.” 

Ge Cangsheng said! 

When David heard this, his head buzzed. He didn’t expect the power of the 

Demon Heart Sect to penetrate into the Eight Great Secret Realms! 

And this Jin Lifu is also a purple-robed emissary? 

“Is this only the Fire Gate Secret Realm? How about the other secret realms?” 

David asked hastily. 

Now David is most worried about his mother. His mother is still in the Zixiao 

Mansion in the Leimen Secret Realm. If the Leimen Secret Realm is also in 

chaos, or if Han Fusheng is also the purple-robed emissary of the Demon 

Heart Sect, it will be troublesome! 

“I’m not very clear about this, but Jin Lifu is definitely not the only one who 

colluded with the Demon Heart Sect in these eight secret realms. Maybe there 

are people from the Demon Heart Sect in other secret realms. 



” The layout started years ago.” 

Ge Cangsheng said. 

David fell into silence. If this is the case, it would be as difficult for him to 

destroy the Demon Heart Sect! 

Although David’s strength has increased a lot now, there are too few people 

around him. If there are people from the Demon Heart Sect in the eight secret 

realms, and they are all controlled by the Demon Heart Sect, then it will be 

difficult! 

“Old Ge, how many children are there in the Ge family?” 

David wanted to know how many people he had under his command! 

Ge Cangsheng said with a lonely expression, “Only these ten or so people 

escaped, but there are also a dozen or so people who escaped from 

Tianluolou, but it is impossible for us to return to the secret realm of 

Huomen.” 

David pondered For a moment, I felt a headache. Although there are many 

people in my Longmen, the strength of these people in the secular world is 

too low, how can it be possible to fight with people in the secret realm! 

“David, if necessary, we can help you…” 

At this time, Ji Ruxue came with many girls! 

With Mr. Shi’s guidance, their strength has long been different from what it 

used to be, and they can definitely help David! 

“You?” David looked at Ji Ruxue and the others with some doubts. 

“Sisters, it seems that we have to show our hand, don’t let David 

underestimate us…” 



After Ji Ruxue finished speaking, she led all the girls to show David a little 

hand! 

When David saw the strength of Ji Ruxue and the others, he was already 

shocked and speechless. 

But after hearing that it was Mr. Shi who taught them, David understood that 

Mr. Shi was the only one that David couldn’t see through at all! 

So far, he doesn’t know what Mr. Shi’s state is. Anyway, every time he feels his 

strength improves and his heart swells, he will be ruthlessly suppressed by Mr. 

Shi! 

Chapter 2405 
“Old Ge Clan, you stay here for the time being. As for the matter of taking 

back the Fire Gate Secret Realm, let’s talk about it after a while. I will go to the 

Thunder Gate Secret Realm.” 

David decided to go to the Zixiao Mansion in the Thunder Gate Secret Realm 

first, and find His mother, only when his mother is safe, can David do other 

things with peace of mind! 

“Mr. Chen, you go to the Leimen Secret Realm, do you know where the 

entrance to the Leimen Secret Realm and the secular world’s teleportation 

array are?” 

Ge Cangsheng asked David. 

David shook his head, how could he know. 

“Since this is the case, we can only transmit it to the Leimen Secret Realm from 

the teleportation array of the Fire Gate Secret Realm. Let Yuhan go with you. 

Although the Fire Gate Secret Realm is completely occupied by Zhanyue 



Pavilion, it is impossible for them to have so many people guarding it.” Each 

teleportation array.” 

Ge Cangsheng said! 

David thought for a while, and he had no choice but to do so, so he nodded, 

and took Ge Yuhan and Ji Ruxue and other girls to the Fire Gate Secret Realm! 

Passing through the Fire Gate Secret Realm, the group was teleported to the 

snow-capped Thunder Gate Secret Realm! 

Ji Ruxue and the others entered the secret realm for the first time, so they 

were all very excited! 

It was also the first time for David to come to Leimen Secret Realm, so he 

didn’t even know where Zixiao Mansion was! 

David could only disperse his consciousness, looking for all human auras! 

As long as you can meet people, you can find out the location of Zixiao 

Mansion! 

But when David was walking and exploring with everyone, he suddenly froze. 

Under the cover of his spiritual consciousness, he seemed to be grateful for a 

familiar aura! 

David quickly ran towards that breath, while the others followed closely 

behind! 

Soon, everyone came to a hot spring, looking at the hot spring in front of 

them, feeling the atmosphere around the hot spring, David was so familiar 

with it! 

When he used the Ninety Thousand Miles of Mountains and Rivers Map to 

cultivate, he had stayed in this hot spring more than once! 



“This…what the hell is going on here? How could this place be in the secret 

realm of Leimen?” 

David fell into confusion! 

And Gu Ling’er looked at the hot spring in front of him, and said with surprise, 

“David, this place is so familiar, haven’t we been here?” 

Gu Ling’er once followed Sonya to use the Nine Thousand Miles of Mountains 

and Rivers to practice, and she also came here place, so she also felt familiar! 

After David was surprised, he hurriedly took out the map of mountains and 

rivers of 90,000 miles from the storage ring! 

After opening the Ninety Thousand Miles of Mountains and Rivers Map, not 

only did the above picture change, but the picture of the hot spring steaming 

under the white snow never appeared again! 

“Could it be that the Ninety Thousand Miles of Mountains and Rivers won’t be 

shown because I’m here?” 

David guessed in his heart! But at this time, Ge Yuhan 

, who was looking at the Ninety Thousand Miles of Mountains and Rivers Map, 

was surprised and said, “Look, isn’t this the place in our Fire Gate Secret 

Realm?” 

fire! 

Ge Yuhan recognized this place at a glance, it was in the secret realm of 

Huomen! 

David glanced at Ge Yuhan and asked, “Are you sure?” 

“Of course, I’ve been to this place.” Ge Yuhan nodded confidently! 



Seeing this, David seemed to have guessed something, so he took Ge Yuhan’s 

hand and said, “Come with me, and see if it is the secret realm of the Fire 

Gate…” After finishing 

speaking, the two people’s consciousness entered the Nine Thousand Miles of 

Mountains and Rivers Map. , followed by a flash of light in front of his eyes, 

and he appeared in that desert! 

Ge Yuhan looked around and said for sure, “That’s right, this is the Fire Gate 

Secret Realm. If you walk more than a hundred kilometers from here, you 

should arrive at our Ge family’s land. Why don’t we go and have a look?” 

David shook his head and said “You don’t need to look at it anymore, I know 

what the Ninety Thousand Miles Mountains and Rivers Map is for.” 

“This is the teleportation map of the eight great secret realms. With this map, 

you can teleport to any of the eight great secret realms, and you will not be 

bound by the rules of the teleportation array.” 

David finally figured it out. No wonder the nine The area inside the Wanli 

Mountains and Rivers map is full of aura, which is very suitable for cultivation. 

It turns out that the 90,000 Li Mountains and Rivers map is a teleportation 

array, which can be directly teleported to any secret realm. You must know 

that the aura in the secret realm is of course abundant. 

 


